
Cambridge
Soil Physics
Second Edition
T. J. MARSHALL and J. W. HOLMES
This successful textbook gives a comprehensive account of soil
physics with emphasis on field applications. The new edition retains
its central theme of soil-water relations but also adopts SI units and
a standard terminology. More than 100 references to new work
have been added and are discussed.
'...an excellent book.' Nature
£45.00 net He 0 521 35270 3 386 pp. 1988
£15.00 net Pb 0 521 35817 5

Now in paperback

Plankton Stratigraphy
Volumes 1 and 2
Edited by H. M. BOLLI, J. B. SAUNDERS and K. PERCH NIELSEN
This two volume work is a comprehensive synthesis of our
knowledge of the biostratigraphy of marine plankton. Volume 1
covers calcareous microfossils, Volume 2 siliceous microfossils.
'... It will take its place amonst the classics in our field and serve as
the standard reference.' Micropaleontology
'This is a beautifully produced, concisely edited and excellently
illustrated manual.' Marine Micropaleontology
Volume 1 £35.00 net Pb 0 521 36719 0 600 pp. 1989
Volume 2 £30.00 net Pb 0 521 36720 4 456 pp. 1989
Cambridge Earth Science Series

Principles of Earthquake Source Mechanics Geological Maps
B. V. KOSTROV and SHAMITA DAS
This presents a general theoretical model for earthquake source
processes and summarizes our current knowledge of fracture
mechanics applied to earthquakes and earthquake source
processes. It explains continuum and fracture mechanics, discusses
the inverse problem of earthquake source theory and presents
specific earthquake source models.
£30.00 net He 0 521 30345 1 336 pp. 1989
Cambridge Monographs on Mechanics and Applied Mathematics

Their Solution and Interpretation
T. BOLTON
This illustrated textbook will aid all earth science students in
geological map interpretation. It makes frequent reference to
actual examples on which many of the problem maps are based.
The text includes exercises on borehole interpretation and
extensive worked solutions are given.
£25.00 net He 0 521 36158 3 151pp. 1989
£10.95 net Pb 0 521 36705 0

Cambridge
University Press

The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU

CAMBRIDGE
The Cambridge Guide to the Earth

DAVID LAMBERT

How did the earth form? What are its building blocks; what forces have
shaped its oceans, mountains, rivers and plains? The Cambridge Guide
to the Earth examines these and other questions.

Chapter by chapter the formation of the Earth unfolds; from the 'big
bang' to the man-made landscapes of towns and cities. The charts,
maps and diagrams on each page provide eye catching examples of the
theories discussed. This is a comprehensive guide, produced by an
expert team of writers and consultants, but one which will be
accessible to all.

1988 256 pp. 229 x I76mm
0 521 33643 0 Available in paperback price £8.95 net
0 521 33365 2 Hard covers £22.50 net

For further information on this and other Earth Science titles please write to Jacqueline Arthurs at the
address below.
^MMHnniMBHHMH^HHB^H^H^M Cambridge University Press
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The British Isles: A History of Four Nations
HUGH KEARNEY

This is a wide-ranging and attractively illustrated history of
Britain from Roman times to the 1970s, in which Professor
Kearney sets out to show that the history of England, though
of great importance, forms only part of a wider British history,
a 'history of four nations'. He argues that to ignore the truly
British dimension can distort our view of the past and hinder
our understanding of what Britain has become. The book also
emphasises the unity, as well as the diversity, of the British
Isles. However, Professor Kearney's principal objective is not
to undermine the sense of national individuality, but rather to
place it in a broader, more flexible historical context.

£17.50 net 0 52133420 9 256 pp.

Cambridge
iUniversity Press

The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 2RU
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NOTES FOR AUTHORS ON THE PREPARATION OF FIGURES FOR THE JOURNAL

Original artwork should be submitted at lfx size to
be published. The Author's name and figure number
should be clearly marked on the back of each piece of
artwork. Figures will preferably be either single or
double column width when printed (see Figure 1).
Illustrations should have scale bars, not ' x 4 0 ' . If
redrafting is required by the editors, it may be because
major savings in print area can be achieved without
loss of information: a figure at column width and at
half a column height is equivalent to 300 words; the
same shaped diagram printed to double column
would take a whole page - 1200 words. Detailed maps
or multiple logs may well require a whole page and the

size of the lettering should match the necessary
reduction. Where necessary break a figure into two
facing pages; folding figures will not be accepted.
Landscape figures should have no lettering upside
down on the final printed page. Avoid where possible
gross disparities in lettering size on a drawing. See
Figure 2 for optimum size of original and final lettering
size. Boxes of ornament should be explained within the
figure, not in the caption. The Magazine will be able
to publish a limited number of free colour plates each
year; the editors will decide which plates to accept on
their scientific merit. Authors submitting colour plates
are asked to give detailed reasons why colour is
necessary.

TEXT COLUMN
WILL BE THIS

SIZE
HEIGHT OF FIGURE CAN
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Fil l | PAGF WIHTH Wll 1
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Contributions for publication should be addressed to
The Editors, Geological Magazine, Department of
Earth Sciences, Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3EQ,
England, or may be submitted through a member of
the Editorial Advisory Board (addresses inside front
cover). Submission implies that the manuscript has not
been published previously nor currently submitted for
publication elsewhere.

All contributions, whether articles, correspondence
or reviews, must be sent in triplicate and typed on one
side of the paper, with wide margins and double-line
spacing throughout. Any minor corrections should be
made neatly in the typescript, leaving the margins
clear. Contributions should follow the general style of
papers in recent issues of the Magazine. The total
length of a paper should not in general exceed 12 pages
of the new A4 format of the Magazine, or 13000
word-equivalents. Priority may be given to short
papers. The author is invited to nominate up to five
possible referees, who will not necessarily be used.

Articles must be accompanied by a brief, informative
rather than indicative, abstract. Headings should be
set out clearly but not underlined. Primary headings
should be in lower case, at margin, with arabic
numeral; subheadings should be numbered 2.a., 2.b.,
etc., and tertiary headings 2.a.l., 2.a.2. No cross-
references should be given by page number, but
'above' and 'below' should be used with the section
specified, e.g. Section 2.a.2. The SI system of units
should be used. The author should mark in the margin
of the manuscript where figures and tables may be
inserted. References to points in larger works should,
where possible, quote the page reference, e.g. Ager,
1981, p. 102.

Tables should be typed with double-line spacing on
sheets separate from the running text. Each table must

have a caption that will make the data in the table
intelligible without reference to the text.

Illustrations should be prepared following the notes
for guidance on the facing page. Duplicates of
illustrations should be sent, and may be prints or,
preferably, photocopies reduced to final size. Figures
composed of photographs should be glossy prints
presented at publication scale. Figure captions must
be typed with double-line spacing on sheets separate
from the running text.

The accuracy of references is the responsibility of
authors. References must be double-spaced and spelt
out in full, e.g.

BROOKS, M. & JAMES, D. G. 1975. The geological
results of seismic refraction surveys in the Bristol
Channel, 1970-73. Journal of the Geological
Society of London 131, 163-82.

Books should be cited as:
AGER, D. V. 1981. The Nature of the Stratigraphical

Record, 2nd ed. London: Macmillan, 122 pp.
BOTT, M. H. P. 1973. The evolution of the Atlantic

north of the Faroe Islands. In Implications of
Continental Drift to the Earth Sciences, vol. 1 (eds.
D. H. Tarling and S. N. Runcorn), pp. 175-89.
London, New York: Academic Press.

Unpublished work should normally be referred to in
the text in parentheses as, for example, 'private
communication' or 'unpub. Ph.D. thesis, Univ.
London, 1988', and not included in the reference list
unless in the press.

Fifty offprints of each paper will be provided free of
charge. Additional offprints may be purchased acc-
ording to a set scale of charges if ordered when the
proofs are returned.

Back Volumes: Vols. 1-60 and 112 out of print. Vols. 61 111: Enquiries to Wm Dawson & Sons Ltd, Cannon
House, Folkestone, Kent. Volumes 113 onwards are available from Cambridge University Press.

Copying
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Organizations in the USA who are also registered with C.C.C. may therefore copy material (beyond the limits
permitted by sections 107 and 108 of US copyright law) subject to payment to C.C.C. of the per-copy fee of
$5.00. This consent does not extend to multiple copy for promotional or commercial purposes. Code 0016-7568/
89 $5.00 + .00.

For all other use, permission should be sought from Cambridge or the American Branch of Cambridge
University Press.
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